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(54) HYDROGEN STORAGE POWER GENERATING SYSTEM

(57)Abstract:

PURPOSE: To provide an economical hydrogen storage power

generating system converting the electric power into clean

hydrogen causing no environmental pollution, efficiently storing

it, and extracting the electric power by utilizing the hydrogen as

required.

CONSTITUTION: This system is combined with power

generating devices including a water electrolytic device 4

generating hydrogen with the electric power from a primary

power source such as a solar battery 1 or a commercial power

supply 2, a membrane type gas drying device 5 dehumidifying

the hydrogen generated by the water electrolytic device 4, a

hydrogen storage device 6 storing or discharging the hydrogen

with a hydrogen storage alloy 7, and a fuel cell 8 generating

electric power while the hydrogen discharged from the

hydrogen storage device 6 is used as fuel. The electric power of the primary power source is

converted into hydrogen
)
the hydrogen is stored in the hydrogen storage alloy 7, and the hydrogen

discharged from the hydrogen storage alloy 7 as required is utilized to generate and extract electric

power.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2, **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Application] this invention stores power using hydrogen and relates to the hydrogen storage power

generation system which took out power at the time of need, such as a peak period of power requirements, or an

emergency.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] although the things of various methods also including superconductivity, a

flywheel, and used methods, such as compressedair etc., are advocated about the storage technology of power

energy, many pumped hydro power generation systems which present most general power storage means by

which it is alike and is used is a rechargeable battery (battery), in addition used the dump power of night are

adopted

[0003] Moreover, generally as an emergency electric supply unit used for the emergency at the time of a power

failure etc., the engine generator which uses gas oil and a fuel oil as fuel is used.

[0004]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] By the way, it is largeized and cost is high, and moreover a

rechargeable battery has the problem that a life is short, and is unsuitable for mass power storage. Moreover,

since a pumped storage power station requires a largacale storage-of-water institution, construction in the city

suburbs with many power requirements is almost impossible. Furthermore, the emergency electric supply unit

which uses gas oil, a fuel oil, etc. as fuel has the problem which generates air pollution substances, such as

nitrogen oxide, so much with operation.

[0005] this invention is made in view of the abovementioned point, power is changed into clean hydrogen

without environmental pollution, and is stored efficiently, and it aims at offering the new and economical

hydrogen storage power generation system which enabled it to take out power using this hydrogen at the time of

the need.

[0006]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to attain the abovenentioned purpose, the hydrogen storage power

generation system of this invention A primary power supply, the water electrolysis equipment which electric

power is supplied [ equipment ] from this power supply, and makes hydrogen generate, and the gas dryer which

dehumidifies the hydrogen generated with water electrolysis equipment, It shall consist of a power plant which

uses the hydrogen which emitted the aforementioned hydrogen from occlusion, the hydrogen storage equipment

to emit, and hydrogen storage equipment using the hydrogen storing metal alloy as fuel, the power of a primary

power supply shall be changed and stored in the form of hydrogen, and power shall be taken out using this

hydrogen at the time of the need.

[0007] Moreover, the aforementioned hydrogen storage power generation system can be concretely carried out

and operated in a mode like degree account.

(1) Adopt a solar battery, an aerogenerator, a source power supply, etc. as a primary power supply.

(2) Adopt solid-state poly membrane type water electrolysis equipment as water electrolysis equipment.

(3) A gas dryer uses a macromolecule demarcation membrane as a steam transparency film, and adopt the film

type gas dryer which humid gas is passed to the upstream, it passes the gas for a purge to secondary, and

dehumidifies the moisture in humid gas. And the compressed air of the oxygen gas generated with water

electrolysis equipment or a compressor is dehumidified, and it uses for the gas for a purge of a gas dryer.

[0008] (4) Adopt a fuel cell or a hydrogerfeieled-engine generator as a power plant. And exhaust heat of this



power plant is used for hydrogen gas discharge from a hydrogen storing metal alloy.

(5) Use for the reactant gasof a fuel cell the oxygen generated with water electrolysis equipment.

(6) As a cure against a peak cut of power requirements, the night dump power of a source power supply is used,

generate and store hydrogen, generate electricity at the powerequirements peak period of daytime, and supply

power.

[0009] (7) Generate and store hydrogen with the power of a source power supply as an emergency power source

at the time of a stationary, generate electricity at the time of the power failure of a source power supply, and

supply power to a load.

[0010]

[Function] In the above-mentioned system, after a gas dryer dehumidifies the hydrogen gas which supplied

electric power to water electrolysis equipment, and generated sunlight, the power generated using the wind

force, or the dump power of night here, occlusion is carried out to a hydrogen storing metal alloy, and it stores

in it. And when power, such as a peak period of power requirements or an emergency, is needed, the hydrogen

gas stored in the hydrogen storing metal alloy is emitted, and it takes out from power plants, such as a fuel cell

or a hydrogenfueled-engine generator, as power using this hydrogen gas. Thereby, the power of a primary

power supply is changed and stored in the form of hydrogen gas, and at the time of the need, it can generate

electricity using this hydrogen gas, and can take out as power.

[0011] In this case, although it is very difficult for most humidity of the hydrogen gas generated with water

electrolysis equipment to be in a saturation state, and to carry out occlusion to a hydrogen storing metal alloy

with this A film type gas dryer is combined with the preceding paragraph of hydrogen gas storage equipment,

by things Secondary [ to which purge gas flows alternatively ] can be made to be able to penetrate the moisture

of the humid hydrogen gas which flows to an upstream, it can dehumidify effectively, and it becomes possible

to carry out occlusion of a lot of hydrogen gas to a hydrogen storing metal alloy efficiently by this.

[0012] Moreover, although it is necessary to warm a hydrogen storing metal alloy at about 60 degrees C in case

hydrogen gas is emitted from a hydrogen storing metal alloy, the operation efficiency of a system improves by

using exhaust heat of power plants, such as a fuel cell, in this case. It is also effective similarly to use for the

purge gas of a film type gas dryer and the reactant gas of a fuel cell the oxygen generated with water

electrolysis equipment.

[0013] In addition, the hydrogen storage power generation system concerned can consider application for a use

like degree account according to the scale.

(1) For example, use it as a cure against a peak cut of power requirements which installs in the substation of an

electric power company, stores the dump power of night in the form of hydrogen, generates at the power

requirements peak period of daytime, and is taken out as power. (About 60 MW scale)

(2) For example, combine with the solar battery installed in ordinary homes etc., store the power generated by

the solar battery at daytime in the form of hydrogen, and take out as power at the time of the need. (About

several kW scale)

(3) It installs in a powerrequirements house as an emergency power source, store the power of a source power

supply in the form of hydrogen at the time of a stationary, generate electricity in an emergency when the source

power supply failed for power, and supply electric power to a load.

[0014]

[Example] Hereafter, the example of this invention is explained based on a drawing. First, a solar battery and a

source power supply are used for a primary power supply, and the system schematic diagram of the example

which adopted the fuel cell as the power plant is shown drawing 1 . The DC/AC converter which connected

to the fuel cell (for example, solid-state macromolecule type fuel cell) the hydrogen storage equipment with

which the water electrolysis equipment of a solidstate poly membrane type [ 4 / the AC/DC converter with

which connected a solar battery and 2 to the source power supply, and 1 connected 3 to the source power supply

2, and ], and 5 used the film type gas dryer idrawing 1 , and 6 used the hydrogen storing metal alloy 7, and 8,

and connected 9 to the output side of a fuel cell 8, and 10 are the storage tank of oxygen gas,

[0015] Moreover, drawing 2(a) and (b) are the examples of a product of said film type gas dryer 5 (SUNSEP-

W module (tradename) : Asahi Glass Co., Ltd. make), and inside an outer case 12, the hollow fiber (56XQG

micrometers of appearances) 13 which consists of a fluorine system macromolecule bundles them, and they are

contained. [ much ] And if humid gas (hydrogen gas generated with water electrolysis equipment 4) is passed

inside a hollow fiber 13 (upstream) and the dry gas for a purge is passed outside (secondary), the moisture in



humid gas (steam) will penetrate the inside of a hollow fiber 13 outside in process in which it flows, according

to the difference of the steam partial pressure of hollow fiber inside and outside, and humid gas will be

discharged together with the gas for a purge. Thereby, humid gas is dehumidified and a dry gas (attainment

dew-point: - -35(-60) **) is obtained from the modular other end. In addition, the compressed air of the oxygen

generated with the moisture solution equipment 4 in drawing br a compressor can be dried and used for said

dry gas for a purge.

[0016] Next, it returns to drawing land operation of a system is explained. First, if the power generated by the

solar battery 1 at daytime or the night dump power of a source power supply 1 is changed into a direct current

and electric power is supplied to water electrolysis equipment 4, the pure water (it warms with warm water

equipment) supplied to water electrolysis equipment 4 is electrolyzed, hydrogen and oxygen generate, and

hydrogen gas will be sent into hydrogen storage equipment 6 after dehumidifying with the film type gas dryer 5

,

and will carry out occlusion to a hydrogen storing metal alloy 7 here. In addition, since a hydrogen storing

metal alloy 7 generates heat, ordinary temperature water is poured and it is made to cool from the exterior in

this occlusion process. On the other hand, the gas oven 11 dehumidifies the oxygen generated with water

electrolysis equipment 4, it is stored in a gas holder 10, and the oxygen extracted from here is used as a dry gas

for a purge of the film type gas dryer 5

.

[0017] And in case power is needed in the poweirequirements peak period of daytime etc., the hydrogen gas by

which pours warm water with a water temperature of about 60 degrees C to hydrogen storage equipment, and

occlusion is carried out to the hydrogen storing metal alloy 7 is emitted, it supplies and generates electricity to a

fuel cell 8, the output is changed into an alternating current, and electric power is supplied to electric power

system. In addition, it is also possible to be able to use for reactant gas (oxidizer gas) the oxygen stored in the

aforementioned oxygen tank 10 at the time of operation of a fuel cell 8, to supply cooling drainage (warm

water) of a fuel cell 8 to hydrogen storage equipment 6 further, and to use exhaust heat of a fuel cell for a part

of heat source for hydrogen desorption.

[0018] In addition, in the illustration example, although the solar battery 1 and the source power supply 2 are

used as a primary power supply, power storage can also be performed using an aerogenerator. Moreover, the

hydrogen-fueled-engine generator which used the hydrogen gas other than a fuel cell 8 as fuel can also be used

for a power plant. It is advantageous to especially an emergency power source to adopt the hydrogdheled-

engine generator which can be started in a short time compared with a fuel cell.

[0019]

[Effect of the Invention] As stated above, according to the hydrogen storage power generation system of this

invention, power is stored using hydrogen and it can take out as power at the time of the need. In case occlusion

of the hydrogen especially generated with water electrolysis equipment is carried out to a hydrogen storing

metal alloy, occlusion of a lot of hydrogen gas can be efficiently carried out to a hydrogen storing metal alloy

by making the hydrogen in a damp or wet condition dehumidify using a film type gas dryer in the preceding

paragraph.

[0020] And even if it can generate hydrogen easily only by electrolyzing water and burns in an inexhaustible

supply as resources, an environmental pollution problem is not caused only by returning to water, moreover, the

place whose trial calculation the artificer etc. made -getting twisted-- in the hydrogen storage power

generation system of this invention, compared with a rechargeable battery, a size may serve as an ideal power
storage means by which cost is about 3 or more times, and replaces about 1/4 and useful life longevity with a

rechargeable battery, including about 1/2, a construction cost, and running cost

[0021] In addition, the big contribution as a cure against a peak cut which shifts the dump power of night used

as the big technical problem for an electric power company to the need peak of daytime is expectable.

[Translation done.]
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